I have a dream. Not a good dream. A
dream of empty streets and silence, of
ghosts. Of no fun, not ever. I wake up
sweating and it takes a too-long moment
to recognise my surroundings. Tilburg.
I’m still in Tilburg. Sun streams in
through the window and the dream, as
dreams so often do, begins to fade.
An early start for (Pretend) Roadburn Day
Two as I head over to the Engine Room. I
cross the threshold nervously, memories
of Lingua Ignota’s infernal set as raw as
the new tattoo across my chest. Where
yesterday saw the room plunged into
darkness, though, Kristina Esfandiari has
bathed it in blue-white light for her set of
glacial, gothic shoegaze as Miserable.
Opening with newest track, “Damned to
Love You,” Esfandiari then proceeds to
wander through her back catalogue and
let waves of guitar and synth wash over
us. Another dream. A better dream.

The gear change into Cloud Rat, playing
their grind-punk set before tomorrow’s
electronic version, is a sharp one.
Madison Marshall, painted in strange
sigils and bathed in red light, leads the

rest of her band into an ever-faster howl
through Pollinator until, riffs blurring into
a seamless wail of sound, there is a flash
and they are gone. All that remains is a
single guitar, shrieking feedback

What could follow this but the first of
today’s
commissioned
pieces;
Perturbator’s James Kent and Johannes
Persson from Cult of Luna taking over the
013’s main stage? I’ve been looking
forward to this duo since it was first
announced and to say that even my high
expectations were exceeded is no
overstatement. If you can imagine
Tubular Bells but played backwards by
some kind of Lovecraftian nightmare
thing made from human teeth and moss
then stop imagining that. It wasn’t
anything like that. That sounds horrible.
Really horrible. You’ve put me off, to be
honest. I’m fine. No, I’m fine. I mean,
though. Really?
Anyway, back over in the Koepelhal,
Kristin Hayter (otherwise known as
Lingua Ignota) and Daughters frontman
Alexis Marshal are playing their covers

set. With just vocals and synths, and
perched on worryingly tall stools that
sway alarmingly, the two vocalists
conjure up an eerie cabaret. Starting with
versions of their own music, the two
quickly shift into old standards; Kristin
played Dolly Parton’s “Jolene” as part of
her soul-searing set last year and it makes
a another appearance here, extended with
new lyrics like “your teeth are sharp and
made of ice/your jaws as strong as any
vice/please stop chewing off my
arm/Jolene.”
The set ends with a ferocious, terrifying
rendition of Sonnhy & Cher’s “I’ve Got
You, Babe” that manages to skip between
firestorm
gospel
preacher
and,
unsettingly, UB40’s faux-reggae version.
Unsettling.
After this I pop my head into The Engine
Room to see Dylan Carson already well
into the hour-long version of “Coda
Maestoso in F [Flat] Minor” that makes
up his set. Most of the crowd is sitting on
the floor but, slowly, a small handful start
to float into the air, eyes rolled back in
their heads. It’s too much for me, weirdly
reminiscent of the Ulysses 31 cartoon that
haunted my childhood.

A quick jump over to the Hall of Fame for
Doodswens, their early Darkthrone
worship impressing me greatly last year,
until the inevitable call of the kapsalon
summons me over to the food trucks.
What would I do without my yearly
prescription from the Seitan Chefs?
Doesn’t bear thinking about…
After food, a beer or two and a chat with
friends I return to the main stage for
Alcest’s showcase of their most recent
albums, Spiritual Instinct and Kodama.
Alcest’s blackgaze sound, a blend of
shoegaze and black metal, is taken to a
beautiful extreme here as Neige and his
bandmates
perform
whilst
suspendedabove the crowd, swooping
over our heads as their music soars
around us. As a finale, none other than
James Kent appears on the stage and
lends his synth lines to a remixed version
of “Sapphire.” Whether the tears in my
eyes are from the sheer beauty of it all or
from craning my neck to watch the band
as they fly past is hard to say.
Another few beers and a quick
osteopathic session takes me to Blanck
Mass. Opening with the frenzy of
“Rhesus Negative” from 2017’s World
Eater, Benjamin’s ear-splitting set,
merged into one single piece of music, is
drenched in strobes that bypass the eyes
and pummel the brain directly. It becomes
more than sound, a physical thing that
wraps around me. Choking me. I drop
into darkness streaked with sparks of
violet light.
- Daniel Pietersen

Psych rock, a definition: "Psychedelic
rock, also referred to as psychedelia, is a
diverse style of rock music inspired,
influenced,
or
representative
of
psychedelic culture, which is centred on
perception-altering hallucinogenic drugs."
This definition sums up (Pretend)
Roadburn and its fans perfectly and it is
therefore no surprise that psych has had a
long history at the festival. Just by
looking at the more recent Roadburn
years the combination of both the San
Diego and Japanese psych scenes taking
over much of the festival, or legendary
psych rockers Loop making their return to
Tilburg and many, many more bands and
artists playing into the minds of the
Roadburn enthusiasts. My personal
highlight probably being the artist in
residency shows by Gnod, especially their
Green Room performance, which had the
whole place turned into a sweaty rave
party towards the end of their set.

As with so many musical genres these
days, psych itself has many subgenres.
From the more krautrock and electronic
influenced psych to the heavier end of the
psych spectrum, which leans very closely
to the stoner doom genre.

And of course, there is the more
"traditional"
trippier,
hallucinatory
psych, but even a genre like black metal
has a psych subgenre. Whatever psych
you're listening to, what these subgenres
have in common is the ability to get the
listener in a hypnotic state of trance,
which might or might not get
exacerbated by the use of certain medical
supplements.

Perhaps the more classic psych uses
heavy repetitive bass lines, motorik
drums, fuzzy echoey guitar effects and
uses song lengths that can take up a single
side of a 12" vinyl pressing easily. On this
year's (Pretend) Roadburn line-up both
Acid Rooster and Kungens Män will
deliver such psych with much anticipation
and both bands should easily blow your
minds into tiny little spacious places on
the Roadburn stage.

Acid Rooster's self-titled album, released
last year on the excellent psychedelic label
Sunhair Music, was a highlight among the
psych lovers, which demonstrated a fresh
take on the psych sound with a big
influence from the German krautrock
scene, continuing in the spirit of fellow
Germans originators Neu!. Sweden's
Kungens Män have been delivering some
top psych releases for nearly a decade now
and their cosmic take on the psych genre is
not scared to include influences from a
vast number of musical genres, including
free jazz, shoegaze, krautrock and even
noise rock.

The band's debut Roadburn performance
with Atom TM will certainly be a very
memorable one.

Not unknown to the Roadburn regulars,
Finnish
avant-garde
psychedelic
ensemble Oranssi Pazuzu will again
step up on the big stage to hypnotise you
with their black metal-influenced
psychedelia. They won't play a regular
show, as the band will perform their
upcoming new album, Mestarin Kynsi, in
its entirety, which is a very exciting
prospect indeed!

Whilst there has arguably been a bigger
psych presence on previous Roadburn
festivals, one performance certainly not to
be missed is the collaborative effort by
Chileans
Föllakzoid
and
German
electronic artist and producer Atom TM.
Föllakzoid has always explored the more
electronic side of psych really well,
creating dub-like sounds that gradually
build up over long song lengths, creating
very intricate, and mind-lifting listening
experiences.

So, fellow Roadburners, these are just
some psychedelic highlights on the
festival's (pretend) expansive line-up,
and with so many other bands and artists
touching upon the psych in some shape
or form, there will be plenty
opportunities to explore the cosmic
boundaries of space, with or without the
use of herbal supplements.
- Sander van den Driesche

As time goes on, many bands refine and
hone their sound into something that
comes together more closely, with fewer
cracks at the seams. Less separation of
clashing elements, more fusion of things as
the band figures out how to integrate all
the elements that really make their sound
unique. Oranssi Pazuzu, however, have
been on an intentionally opposite journey
over the course of their career. Instead of
bringing things closer together, Oranssi
Pazuzu has taken the essential elements of
their music and dove face-first into each of
them, pushing them out and spreading
things even farther apart as they go.
Instead of it creating a sonic rift, the
audience is left with increasingly vast
expanses of musical terrain to explore that
are still entirely cohesive and gripping.

Oranssi Pazuzu takes to each
composition like a beast stalking its prey,
which makes for a beautiful unease.

There's often a sort of lilting feeling
when the listener wonders "when will
this kick in and where will it go?" Yet
somehow it's still often a surprise when
the band kicks into high-gear. Even when
it seems things are at their most frenzied,
as on Tyhjyyden sakramentti for
example, the music disintegrates into a
swarming sea of psychedelic dizziness in
the midst of it all, only to drag the
listener's brain into the depths of
madness. It's rarely predictable, yet
somehow almost always better than what
you'd have envisioned for it.

While fans of the psychedelic black metal
group's prior albums have surely noticed
the influence of classic krautrock and
progressive music encroaching at the
fringes, it's more present than ever on
Mestarin Kynsi, in spirit if not in sound.
Rather than a full-on assault at all times,

We should've been fortunate enough to
enjoy this live today, but experiencing
this on headphones in one's own
company is a journey so huge and surreal
that I believe, if you just focus hard
enough, it'll transport some part of your
body to another place beyond the
confines of your home. - Ben Handelman

In relative terms, I'm a newcomer to the
Roadburn world. I attended for the first
time in 2016 and managed to miss 2019
due to a medical emergency. I was
determined to make 2020 my year
until...well, you're experiencing it along
with me this time. What impressed itself
upon me within the first few hours of my
arrival to my first Roadburn (yes, at the
Hard Rock Hideout, not even the depths of
the festival itself) was just how at home I
felt.

Growing up, I was always fortunate to
have the gift of knowing how to socialize.
I could make polite, pleasant conversation
and get by if I had to, but I rarely felt at
home or like I was making any meaningful

connections based on anything relevant
to me. I often felt like I was from
another planet. On the 13th of April,
2016 in Tilburg, Netherlands, so far
from "home," I learned the planet I
came from was Planet Roadburn. I'd
never felt such an instant bond with
other people, not just over shared
musical passions, but over everything
one could love. I geeked out about cats
with a few people, about craft beer
with others, and before the night was
over I obviously lost my mind in the
music (and a few drinks). It's the
intersection of interests, the inviting
spirit, and the clear lack of elitism or
gatekeeping that made Roadburn feel
so great to me.
I had already been writing about music
for years by this point, but had
developed a feeling that the music
scene was often an unwelcoming place
for those who were new and learning.
Roadburn shattered that whole feeling.
Knowing I could tell a stranger "cool
shirt" and get an enthusiastic response
rather than a scowl filled my heart with
joy. Knowing I could randomly chat up
members of bands I loved (with respect
and without dominating their time) and
get a friendly response felt like a new
revelation. The coolest thing is that
while Roadburn was the conduit for
this, it wasn't an anomaly. It's where
like-minded individuals chose to
gather.

Once I'd found my community in physical space, I realized I never had to give up the
feeling, even if the party itself only lasted for four or five days. Maintaining contact
with my fellow Roadburners in digital spaces and carrying the spirit myself in my
interactions with fellow music fans has changed my life, plain and simple. I am a better
music fan for it: less cynical and more hopeful, more believing in the people who share
my interests.
While Walter's enthusiastic and meticulous curation are obvious to even those who've
never attended, if you've ever spoken with him, you realize that the core of Roadburn is
a value of his we all share: an undying desire to share things without judgment,
reservation, or anything other than love.

Well I’m having fun © Niels Vinck

The Witching Hour © Niels Vinck

Radio Roadburn
This weekend a collaboration between TELG collective and local radio-station OT
Radio will try to bring some solace to bruised hearts by dedicating a 3 day
programming of live-streaming online as well as on air. An ample array of DJ’s and
artists will attempt to pay rightful tribute to the diversity of wonders we as a city have
so abundantly been given over the past two decades.
From Tilburg with love; for Roadburners by Roadburners.

And don’t forget to join the Facebook group

‘A group where everyone is pretending to be at Roadburn 2020’
The virtual Roadburn where you can share your stories of the past, present and future

Here’s To Roadburn 2021!
See You All There
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This homeburn marks the 5th anniversary that my girlfriend and I met each other at
Roadburn. The year after I was moving to Paris. Two years ago, around Roadburn time,
we got our puppy. The drawing is a bit of a loose and silly portrait of us in a daze,
hanging around somewhere at Roadburn. Our lives are tuned to the Roadburn clock :)
– Maarten Donders

